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Building resilience:
Maintaining quality care
in nursing homes during COVID
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Take home lessons from last week
Behavior in Long Term Care

QAPI





Communicate your findings



Engage all stakeholders such as
family members, CNAs and patients

Use the IDEA pneumonic for
behavioral disorders:


“ID”: identify the type of behavior (e.g.,
agitation, delusions, etc)



“E” explore the reason for the
behavior (e.g., medication side effect,
unexpressed pain)



“A” adjustments to counter the
behavior (e.g., redirect or avoid
physical contact).

A Culture Change Moment
Renee Brooksbank, Esq. NHA
Associate Director
Montana Geriatric Education Center
University of Montana
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Making it Fun

✓ Stay positive! (Tell me what TO do; rather than what NOT to do)
✓ Team members/Resident Council choosing a Word of the Day/Week/Month
✓ Ways to acknowledge successes

Social
Determinants
of Health
Jeremy Holloway, PhD
University of North Dakota
Department of Geriatrics
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A Microaggression

A.

Is a term similar to implicit bias and prejudice.

B.

Is a term minority groups often use to express complaints against majority
groups.

C.

Can be mitigated by involvement in programs promoting empathy,
compassion, listening, and frequent debriefing.

D.

Is relevant to only minority groups.

7

Note:

⬗ COVID-19 has heighted the need for concerns related to Social Determinants
of Health

8
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What are Social
Determinants of
Health?
Definition

“

“Social determinants of health
(SDOH) are the conditions in the
environments where people are
born, live, learn, work, play,
worship, and age that affect a
wide range of health,
functioning, and quality-of-life
outcomes and risks.
- Healthy People 2030

10
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SDOH High-Level Domains (Groups/Communities)

⬗ Economic Stability.
⬗ Education Access and Quality.
⬗ Health Care Access and Quality.

⬗ Neighborhood and Built Environment.
⬗ Social and Community Context.
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SDOH Ground Level Concerns (Individual)

⬗ Mobility/Transportation
⬗ Dietary/Nutrition
⬗ Housing/Home Condition
⬗ Their Story/What Matters

12
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Solution

Learn and value the stories of individuals and marginalized groups.
Undesirable behaviors or "problems" are the result of unmet needs and
expressions. Dr. Caroline Stephens

Narayan, M. C. (2019). CE: addressing implicit bias in nursing: a review. AJN The American Journal of Nursing, 119(7), 36-43.
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Two Major Roadblocks to
Promoting One’s Story
(Narrative) for SDOH

14
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Two Major Road Blocks to Valuing and Learning One’s Story (Narrative)

⬗ Unattended Microaggressions
⬗ Unattended Implicit Bias

15

Poll 1

I am aware of what a microaggression is
I do not currently know what a microaggression is
I have an idea of what it means, but still not sure

16
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A Microaggression is

…”a statement, action, or incident regarded as an instance of indirect, subtle, or
unintentional discrimination against members of a marginalized group such as a
racial or ethnic minority.”
*Microaggressions often come from one’s implicit bias.

Turner, J., Higgins, R., & Childs, E. (2021). Microaggression and implicit bias. The American Surgeon, 87(11), 17271731.
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Microaggression Example:

⬗ Statements describing an African American
female patient as “difficult, angry,
aggressive…” in debrief, discovered black
female was having a serious panic attack.
⬗ Comparing a colleague or staff member to
another person of a marginalized group.

18
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Poll 2

⬗ I know what implicit bias is
⬗ I don’t know what implicit bias is
⬗ I feel like I am familiar but could learn more about it.
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Implicit Bias…

⬗ “…Refers to when, rather than being neutral, we have a preference

for (or aversion to) a person or group of people. Thus, we use the
term “implicit bias” to describe when we have attitudes towards
people or associate stereotypes with them without our conscious
knowledge.” [1]
⬗ “We may determine that one particular group is trustworthy or

pleasant and another is dangerous or disagreeable.” [2]
1. Retrieved from Perception Institute: https://perception.org/research/implicit-bias/
2, Narayan, M. C. (2019). CE: addressing implicit bias in nursing: a review. AJN The American Journal of Nursing, 119(7), 36-43.
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Implicit Bias Example

⬗ Providers with implicit biases spent less time listening to Black patients,
and...
⬗ Staff held implicit assumptions that Black and Hispanic patients are less likely
to adhere to treatment and are less cooperative than White patients.

Zestcott CA, et al. Examining the presence, consequences, and reduction of implicit bias in health care: a narrative review. Group Process
Intergroup Relat 2016;19(4):528-42.
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Four Myths and Roadblocks to
encouraging Health Equity

22
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Myth 1

“If I’m not around ‘minorities’ often, I don’t think I need to learn about diversity
issues or social determinants of health.”
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Myth 2

“After I reach a certain age, I don’t need to learn about microaggressions and
implicit bias. People should just put up with me the way I am.”

24
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Myth 3

“This isn’t really my subject of choice. I don’t really think I can learn this or have
the time.”
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Myth 4

“I just have standards of how people need to perform and I shouldn’t lower my
standards for anyone.”

26
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“

“There is no one size that fits all...
We must work country by country,
region by region, community by
community, to ensure the diversity
of needs are addressed to support
each reality.”

– Amina J. Mohammed, Deputy SecretaryGeneral, UN

27

Social Determinants of
Health: Interventions

28
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Nurse-Family Partnership Program

⬗ What: Pregnant women received home visits.
⬗ Purpose: Improve prenatal health-related behaviors of women,

including reducing use of cigarettes, alcohol, illegal drugs and enabling
needed treatment for pregnancy-related complications.
⬗ Result: Improvements in prenatal health-related behaviors, pregnancy

outcomes, and reduced rates of child abuse and neglect.

29

Tellegacy Pilot with Dakota GWEP

⬗ What: Healthcare students/staff engages in meaningful conversations

with residents.
⬗ Purpose: Decrease a sense of isolation and loneliness in the lives of

older adults while providing healthcare students or staff
training/practice in listening, mitigating implicit bias, and negate health
equity threats such as ageism.
⬗ Result: Increased medication compliance, positive-change in ageism-

related perspectives, increased value in the stories (narratives) of a
resident.
30
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Other Example: Meals on Wheels

⬗ Meals on Wheels started in 1954 to support senior neighbors to extend their
independence and health as they age.
⬗ The support they provide is a nutritious meal, a friendly visit and a quick safety
check.

31

“
“Why treat people and send them
back to the conditions that made
them sick?”
– Michael Marmot, Professor of
Epidemiology & Author

32
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Taking Action

Action Plans to Dissolve
implicit biases and
promote SDOH
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Staff Debriefs and Reflections
⬗ Provide a safe place.

⬗ Provide a place of learning.
⬗ Provide a place to make changes.

34
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Debriefs also…

⬗ Offer collegial support and listening to each other (this helps diffuse stress "on
the job").
⬗ Leads to an appreciation of each other's roles and stressors, and prompts
brainstorming ways to support one another.

Cameron, F., & Brownie, S. (2010). Enhancing resilience in registered aged care nurses. Australasian Journal on Ageing, 29(2), 66-71
Retrieved from https://www.thefreelibrary.com/The+benefits+of+debriefing%3A+Reflective+debrief+sessions+attended+by...-a0609869394
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Action Plans to Dissolve implicit biases with new behaviors

⬗ Be involved in interventions that promote empathy, compassion, and biasmitigating strategies as often as possible for habit replacement.
⬗ Mindfulness regarding perspective-taking, and therapeutic relationship.

Narayan, M. C. (2019). CE: addressing implicit bias in nursing: a review. AJN The American Journal of Nursing, 119(7), 36-43.

36
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Action Plans to Dissolve implicit biases with new behaviors

⬗ Recognize the habit’s damaging effects.
⬗ Make a commitment to break the habit.
⬗ Persistently practice more desirable habits using bias-mitigating strategies.

Narayan, M. C. (2019). CE: addressing implicit bias in nursing: a review. AJN The American Journal of Nursing, 119(7), 36-43.
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Results of Action Plans to Dissolve implicit biases with new behaviors

⬗ Seeing Residents (and staff) as individuals and not as obstacles (or

pawns) to achieving a goal.
⬗ Observing one’s own thoughts, feelings, and assumptions.
⬗ Being nonjudgmental (facial expressions and other body language

included).
⬗ Working from facts, to thoughts, then feelings.

Narayan, M. C. (2019). CE: addressing implicit bias in nursing: a review. AJN The American Journal of Nursing, 119(7), 36-43.

38
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“
“Of all the forms of inequality,
injustice in health is the most
shocking and inhumane.”
– Martin Luther King, Jr., Civil
Rights Activist & Nobel Peace Prize
Recipient
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Debriefing Questions

Think of a situation in which you needed to
reflect or debrief on a challenging
encounter with a resident or staff
member.
What were possible factors outside of this
conflict that might be contributing to the
issue?
How can you set out to understand your
residents (and Staff) more?
How will you implement debriefing in your
respective place of work?
40
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Thank you

41

A Microaggression

A.

Is a term similar to implicit bias and prejudice.

B.

Is a term minority groups often use to express complaints against majority
groups.

C.

Can be mitigated by involvement in programs promoting empathy,
compassion, listening, and frequent debriefing.

D.

Is relevant to only minority groups.

42
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Social Determinants of
Health
Dr. Jeremy Holloway
Jeremy.Holloway@und.edu
University of North Dakota
Geriatric Department
Dakota Geriatrics, funded by HRSA
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Action Steps to QAPI

Step 7: Develop a Strategy for Collecting and Using
QAPI Data
JENIFER LAUCKNER, RN
QUALITY IMPROVEMENT SPECIALIST
QUALITY HEALTH ASSOCIATES OF ND
APRIL 13, 2022
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Pre QAPI Question:
Pre QAPI Question
True
True or
or False
False
Identifying benchmarks for performance is an essential

Identifying benchmarks for performance is an
component of using data effectively with QAPI
essential component of using data effectively
with QAPI

Follow up from last week
Follow
From
Follow
UpUp
From
Last
Week
Last
Week
Step
6: Conducting
Step
6: Conducting
a QAPI
Awareness
a QAPI
Awareness
Campaign
Campaign
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Peer Nursing Home Mentors

Liz Letness, RN-BC, BAN,
CDONA/LTC Chief Clinical
Officer for SMP HealthSt. Catherine in Fargo, ND

Alison Huether, RN, CDP, CWCA
Director of Nursing for SMP
Health St. Catherine- North in
Fargo, ND

Step 7: Develop a Strategy for Collecting
and Using QAPI Data
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Suggested
Data Sources:
Suggested
Data Sources
❖Resident and Family Satisfaction
❖Discharged Resident Surveys
❖Caregiver Satisfaction
❖Resident Council minutes

Data Collection Elements

From GPQIN QAPI How To Guide, p. 9
https://greatplainsqin.org/wpcontent/uploads/2020/04/QAPI-Written-How-toGuide.pdf
50
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https://www.cms.gov/Medic
are/Provider-EnrollmentandCertification/QAPI/downloa
ds/MeasIndCollectMtrPland
ebedits.pdf

51

CASPER Facility Quality Measure Report

https://greatplainsqin.org/project/understanding-yournursing-home-casper-quality-measure-report/

Data provided is fictional
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CASPER Facility Quality Measure Report

Data provided is fictional

www.medicare.gov/nhcompare
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Scenario
77 y/o resident named Jenifer just
had her monthly labs drawn this
morning and her provider will be at
the nursing home tomorrow to do
rounds. She is on a regular diet with
no restrictions.

Scenario Continued
Nurse- Noticed she has heart
palpitations, and her BP is steadily
creeping up
CNAs- Have noticed her napping
more often and her legs have been
swollen
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Scenario Continued
Activity Director- States she hasn’t
been coming to activities, even
BINGO which is her favorite!

Scenario Continued
Nurse- Asks dietary how Jenifer has
been eating lately
Dietician- States her tray always comes
back with her potatoes, squash, or
bananas untouched
- also mentions that Jenifer always asks
for an extra packet or two of salt
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Scenario Continued
Housekeeping- States that they find salt
packets under her bed and behind her
recliner when they clean her room
Family- Shares that they like bringing
Mom her favorite snacks like chips and
salted sunflower seeds

Scenario Continued
Later that afternoon Jenifer’s labs come
back and show a low potassium level of
2.9 and a high sodium level of 154
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Discussion
Did you see how everyone on the team
collected important data?
Who were the not so common team
members you would think to get
involved?
What’s your experience with a not so
common team member?

summaryKey

Take Aways

✓ Keep it simple
✓ Know and use your data sources
✓ Set goals
✓ Get your team involved
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Homework

Share some successful strategies
for collecting QAPI data

Share a successful story of how
you have used your QAPI data

QAPI
QAPI on the
fly On The FLY
❖ Remember to reach out to your QIO
❖ Your QIO has tools and resources for you
to use to develop and work on your QAPI
❖ Listening to these sessions you can learn
some tips that other nursing homes
around the country are doing that may be
useful for your plan
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Post QAPI
PostQuestion
QAPI Question
True

True or False

Identifying benchmarks for performance is an essential
component
using data effectively
with QAPI is an
Identifyingofbenchmarks
for performance

essential component of using data effectively
with QAPI

Thank You
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Follow up with Jenifer

CASE STUDY
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Quality Assurance/Performance
Improvement (QAPI)

Homework

Check out Resources including

QAPI at a Glance

[insert homework pertinent to
QAPI topic of the week
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Questions

Move-In Experience
(think about: Admissions Paperwork)

11am all team
member check-ins
(think about: rounding on new admits)
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The Power of PeopleWork v. PaperWork

Culture Change includes transforming long-term care
environments into places where older adults can
continue to live and, more important, make their own
choices and have control over their daily lives.
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Challenge: Getting to Yes

Desire communicated to CNA team member:
“I miss sitting out in the sunshine and reading.”
Obstacles identified by team members:
✓ Safety
✓ Staffing
Solution by team members:
✓ Develop process to ensure safety
✓ Acquisition of “medical alert” type pendant to call team
member
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